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Join the â€œEliteâ€• Group of Golfers that Consistently Shoot Scores in the 80sâ€¦A proven blueprint

for breaking 90, not just once, but every time you tee it up!What if there was a simple, proven

blueprint for breaking 90, not just once, but every time you tee it up? And all you had to do was

execute this simple strategy?What if I could show you how join the â€œeliteâ€• group of golfers that

break 90 on a regular basis?Do you think you could shoot lower scores and get more enjoyment out

of playing golf?If you answered â€œYES,â€• youâ€™ll want to download my Blueprint that reveals all

the details including:â€¢How to quickly create a plan for breaking 90 before you even hit your first

tee shotâ€¦â€¢The 4 simple skills you need to master to break 90 with any set of golf clubsâ€¦ â€¢A

simple strategy for two-putting every greenâ€¦â€¢The right way to play every hole (itâ€™s probably

NOT the way youâ€™re currently playing golf)â€¦â€¢And much, much more!Christian Henning
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A golf book really aimed at golfers whose aim is to be slightly above average is a welcome thing.

Christian Henning does not want to rebuild our swings, does not promise that his way is better than

the highway, and in fact promises only what is in ourselves to give. It is a short book (and



reasonably priced) that offers common sense: How to shave a few strokes by not wasting them. He

advocates the foreword tee movement, ruthlessly playing within yourself, and playing smart instead

of stupid. The normal 18 hole score for an adult male has stayed at or around 100 for over the

course of my three-quarter century lifetime. It will stay that way until we start listening to sensible,

ordinary golfers like Chris Henning. I wish it were slightly longer, and contained his program for

warmup (to which he does provide a link).

This book was disappointing as I thought it was going to give some tips on how to improve my golf

but instead it just told me that if I put the ball in th fairway on every shot, put the next shop on the

green and two putted, that I would "consistently break 90. DUH! I already know that. I just need to

know HOW TO MAKE SHOTS TO THOSE PARTICULAR AREAS. I think the title is misleading

since it does not tell how to make my shots get in the areas they mentioned. My swing need lots of

work to hit fairways and greens in regulation.

Most of the information in this book is stuff I knew before, my problem is in not being able to use

some of it since I had spinal fusion a few years ago. Will continue to read and learn but will have to

realize that it will take much time to renew my game.

Helpful Tips - It is critically important not to confuse one's abilities with the Pros and to make shot

decisions accordingly. Good Course management tips for the High Handicapper ( 20.5 my index)

Even starts by stating to play the White Tees and NOT the Blues -until you get your handicap below

15 - makes sense....

Great informations, including diagrams, to help readers (golfers) to break 90! Just like what the title

has promised.However, I would love to see more details and technical guidance for someone is

totally a beginner.Overal, a great read!

Good mental reminder to play within yourself and also to enjoy the game. It's the best game in the

world because it's full of challenges and uncertainties, but the moments of joy are sometimes hard

to explain. This book drives at finding those moments of joy in a slightly different way.

Too basic , with little insightful information . Details what to try to do with little explanation of the

how. I believe it was set up this way to set you up to by another title from this author. Basically an



advertisement for another series of books

This book gives a pretty simple plan for breaking 90, but it makes sense. I got the Kindle version,

which was pretty quick reading. Basically, it gives a plan for playing bogey-golf, but by throwing in a

few pars here and there, you can break 90. Part of the plan is avoiding blow-up holes with

double-bogey or higher. This has helped me to play SMARTER golf, not necessarily BETTER golf.

Instead of breaking out the driver or fairway woods (which most days I don't have control with when

swinging) whenever I had over 2oo yards to the green, I now think about the risks vs. rewards, and

tend to split those shots into 2 iron shots, which has kept me out of trouble more often. Playing

according to this book's plan has helped bring my average down by about 5-8 strokes, and I'm

enjoying golfing a lot more. I might not be hitting those (VERY few) successful hail-mary shots from

a long way anymore, but I feel way better when I stick a wedge shot close to the pin, which happens

much more frequently. Now if I can only bring down my 3 putts...
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